May 2022 ❙ Éric Gingras’s Address

“We need to take
an interest in politics
before it takes
an interest in us.”
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Éric Gingras, the President of the Centrale
des syndicats du Québec (CSQ), opened
the extraordinary General Council held on
May 3, 2022, by addressing the upcoming
fall provincial election campaign.
“The CSQ’s political involvement has always prompted a
great deal of discussion within our unions and federations,”
he said. He reminded attendees that, in recent years, the CSQ
had conducted two phases of consultation on the subject
among its members and that they “supported the CSQ’s
increased political involvement to ensure that political
parties take its positions into account.”
The President pointed out that the Coalition Avenir
Québec (CAQ) used the pandemic as a “pretext to rule
single-handedly” and do as they please. “We saw the
impact of all those decrees on our colleagues and their
work, he argued. The CAQ ruled as in a state of emergency,
unilaterally, with no desire whatsoever to share its power.”

Putting people at the heart of all decisions
With the fall election campaign looming on the horizon,
Éric Gingras believes that “we need to examine how to
address the issues affecting our education, higher education, early childhood and health care services networks.”
Obviously, for the CSQ, “people must be at the heart
of any decision and of all our networks,” he added.
“We call on our future government to commit to open
dialogue to support Québec’s recovery and address
issues throughout our networks, including through
the fast-approaching negotiations,” continued
the union leader.
If recent opinion polls are to be believed and in the absence
of any electoral reform, he believes that there’s every indication that the CAQ government may be re-elected. “It is
important for us, as a labour union, to counterweight ideas
that may be put forward and which could be detrimental
to the quality of services offered to the general population
across our networks.”
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Political involvement: adoption of
the action and communication plan
Though it does not side with any party, the CSQ
is a central organization well known for its stance
toward better living conditions for its members
and the general population. Building on its recent
positions, it has set a two-phase political
involvement campaign in motion:
PHASE 1: MAY TO JULY 2022
The objective of the first phase is to encourage its members
to become actively involved in the electoral process and
to implement actions that spur their interest in reclaiming
the democratic process. The CSQ will produce content
to support its members as they consider the issues and
develop one or more hard-hitting activities to promote
its involvement in the democratic debate.

PHASE 2: MID-AUGUST TO LATE SEPTEMBER 2022
The CSQ will encourage its affiliates and its members to
consider the tools provided, seek further information, take
an active part in the democratic process and vote. It will
also encourage them to choose, in their own riding, the
candidate who agrees with as many of the CSQ-endorsed
orientations as possible. A hard-hitting activity, as the
school year begins, will also be organized in the early
childhood, education and higher education networks.
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WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
The campaign will include different promotional,
informational and mobilization components, such as:
✔ A visual signature related to the “Je vote en couleurs!”
theme;
✔ A “savvy advocate” kit (set of arguments on various
areas of interest to the CSQ, promotional items, etc.);
✔ A CSQ Magazine special edition on political involvement,
commitment to the labour movement and advocacy
(August 2022);
✔ An editorial by the CSQ President;
✔ Advertising - online, radio, etc.;
✔ Information capsules;
✔ And much more.
Several actions will be carried out, such as:
✔ Taking part in the national conventions of political parties;
✔ Activities organized by regional coordination teams
(BBQs, community gatherings, meetings with
candidates, etc.).
Preparations for several other hard-hitting activities to help
spark discussions are in the works.

Pay equity: campaign’s second phase
well underway
The second phase of the communication
and denunciation strategy regarding the
25th anniversary of the Pay Equity Act (PEA)
continues. Affiliates will soon be invited to meet
with their MNAs and candidates in the upcoming
provincial election to discuss pay equity.
Launched in April 2022 under the theme “Pay equity,
it’s time to walk the talk!” and rolled out across various
platforms, the goal of the CSQ campaign’s second phase
is to secure, from political parties, firm commitments
to resolve this issue once and for all.

WHAT YOU CAN DO
Local unions and regional coordination teams will be
encouraged to meet with candidates in the upcoming
Québec election to discuss the significance of the pay
equity issue and, hopefully, to convince them to include
the review of the Act in their campaign promises.
To help them reach this goal, the CSQ will provide affiliates
with a number of tools on its equite.lacsq.org/english/
website:
✔ Information on pay equity, including a FAQ section
to help demystify the issue;
✔ Various written materials, such as clear and concise
arguments;
✔ Online banners and ads;

✔ Posters and banners which can be ordered to support
local activities and help raise awareness among CSQ
members and the general population;
✔ Draft of a news release and an open letter as well as
a sample invitation letter (available shortly).
Information related to the pay equity issue is also available
in English on the website.

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
✔ Given persistent iniquities, the CSQ wants to see pay
equity become a significant issue during the upcoming
election campaign.
✔ The campaign’s first phase was launched in the fall
of 2021, under the theme “25 years old but still
lacking bite”.
✔ The second phase began on April 4 using different
platforms (posters, radio, television, Web, bus and bus
shelter advertising); elected officials and the Parliament
Hill in Québec City were its main focus.
✔ The CSQ continues to raise the issue with its political
counterparts to ensure that the government complies
with its own legislation andtime frames and see that
the necessary amendments are made to the PEA.
✔ Some political parties (Parti québécois and Quebec
Liberal Party) have committed, to some extent, to a
review of the Act. And so... our work continues!
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❙ Emergency fund

Nearly $25,000 raised
for Ukraine
The CSQ would like to thank everyone who showed
their solidarity with the Ukrainian people with a donation
to the emergency fund. The Centrale had invited its affiliates, during its last General Council held in March 2022,
to send donations given that the conflict rages on in
Ukraine, leading to the migration of millions of refugees
and displaced persons.
Thanks to your donations, the CSQ contributed $24,257
to the Canadian Red Cross.
Thank you for your great generosity.
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Join us on Facebook!
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